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China Goes to Sea
China’s maritime “gray zone” operations represent a new challenge for the U.S.
Navy and the sea services of our allies, partners, and friends in maritime East Asia.
There, Beijing is waging what some Chinese sources term a “war without
gunsmoke.” Already winning in important areas, China could gain far more if left
unchecked. One of China’s greatest advantages thus far has been foreign difficulty
in understanding the situation, let alone determining an effective response. With
contributions from some of the world’s leading subject matter experts, this volume
aims to close that gap by explaining the forces and doctrines driving China’s
paranaval expansion, operating in the “gray zone” between war and peace. The
book covers China’s major maritime forces beyond core gray-hulled Navy units,
with particular focus on China’s second and third sea forces: the “white-hulled”
Coast Guard and “blue-hulled” Maritime Militia. Increasingly, these paranaval
forces, and the “gray zone” in which they typically operate, are on the frontlines of
China’s seaward expansion.

Maritime Strategy and Global Order
Chinese politics are at a crossroads as President Xi Jinping amasses personal power
and tests the constraints of collective leadership. In the years since he became
general secretary of the Chinese Communist Party in 2012, Xi Jinping has surprised
many people in China and around the world with his bold anti-corruption campaign
and his aggressive consolidation of power. Given these new developments, we
must rethink how we analyze Chinese politics—an urgent task as China now has
more influence on the global economy and regional security than at any other time
in modern history. Chinese Politics in the Xi Jinping Era examines how the structure
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and dynamics of party leadership have evolved since the late 1990s and argues
that "inner-party democracy"—the concept of collective leadership that
emphasizes deal making based on accepted rules and norms—may pave the way
for greater transformation within China's political system. Xi's legacy will largely
depend on whether he encourages or obstructs this trend of political
institutionalization in the governance of the world's most populous and
increasingly pluralistic country. Cheng Li also addresses the recruitment and
composition of the political elite, a central concern in Chinese politics. China
analysts will benefit from the meticulously detailed biographical information of the
376 members of the 18th Central Committee, including tables and charts detailing
their family background, education, occupation, career patterns, and mentorpatron ties.

Willie Mouse
Children's picture book, first published in 1901. With 98 color illustrations. "For
these books W.W. Denslow has revised and adapted several of the best classical
fairy tales. He has improved these stories by elimination of all coarseness, cruelty,
and everything that might frighten children. They are new; more beautiful and
striking in both text and picture than any children's books heretofore published."
According to Wikipedia: "William Wallace Denslow (May 25, 1856 – May 27, 1915) –
usually credited as W. W. Denslow – was an American illustrator and caricaturist"

Chinese Maritime Power in the 21st Century
One of this century’s most significant events, China’s maritime transformation is
already making waves. Yet China’s course and its implications, including at sea,
remain highly uncertain—triggering intense speculation and concern from many
quarters and in many directions. It has never been more important to assess what
ships China can supply its navy and other maritime forces with, today and in the
future. China’s shipbuilding industry has grown more rapidly than any other in
modern history. Commercial shipbuilding output jumped thirteen-fold from
2002-12. Beijing has largely met its goal of becoming the world’s largest
shipbuilder by 2015. Yet progress is uneven, with military shipbuilding leading
overall but with significant weakness in propulsion and electronics for military and
civilian applications alike. Moreover, no other book has answered three pressing
questions: What are China’s prospects for success in key areas of naval
shipbuilding? What are the likely results for China’s navy? What are the
implications for the U.S. Navy? To address these critical, complex issues, this
volume brings together some of the world’s leading experts and linguistic analysts,
often pairing them in research teams. These sailors, scholars, analysts, industry
experts, and other professionals have commanded ships at sea, led shipbuilding
programs ashore, toured Chinese vessels and production facilities, invested in
Chinese shipyards and advised others in their investment, and analyzed and
presented important data to top-level decision-makers in times of crisis. In
synthesizing their collective insights, the book fills a key gap in our understanding
of China, its shipbuilding, its navy, and what it all means. Their findings will
fascinate and concern you. While offering different perspectives, they largely agree
on several important points. Through a process of “imitative innovation,” China has
been able to “leap frog” some naval development, engineering, and production
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steps and achieve tremendous cost and time savings by leveraging work done by
the U.S. and other countries. China’s shipbuilding industry is poised to make the
PLAN the second largest Navy in the world by 2020, and—if current trends
continue—a combat fleet that in overall order of battle (i.e., hardware-specific
terms) is quantitatively and even perhaps qualitatively on a par with that of the
U.S. Navy by 2030. Already, Chinese ship-design and -building advances are
helping the PLAN to contest sea control in a widening arc of the Western Pacific.
China continues to lack transparency in important respects, but much is knowable
through the interdisciplinary research approach pioneered by the Naval War
College China Maritime Studies Institute in the series “Studies in Chinese Maritime
Development,” of which this is the sixth volume.

Chinese Naval Shipbuilding
A variety of viewpoints is offered in this timely analysis of China's economy and the
future shape of Beijing's energy consumption. The authors, all noted authorities in
the fields of economics, diplomacy, energy, and defense, consider an
unprecedented range of influences and factors to avoid the limitations of looking at
the subject myopically or with political bias. They conclude that while energy
insecurity could eventually lead to an arms race at sea or even a naval conflict that
neither side wants, there is ample room for Sino-American energy dialogue and
cooperation in the maritime domain.

Bridging Troubled Waters
The South China Sea is a major strategic waterway for trade and oil shipments to
Japan, Korea as well as southern China. It has been the focus of a maritime dispute
which has continued now for over six decades, with competing claims from China,
Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia and Brunei. Recently China has become more
assertive in pressing its claims – harassing Vietnamese fishing vessels and seizing
reefs in the Philippine claim zone. China has insisted that it has "indisputable
sovereignty" over the area and has threatened to enforce its claim. All of this is
unsettling and draws in the United States which is concerned about freedom of
navigation in the area. The US has been supporting the Philippines and has been
developing security ties with Vietnam as a check upon China. This book examines
the conflict potential of the current dispute, it discusses how the main claimants
and the United States view the issue, and assesses the prospects for a resolution
of the problem.

Japan's Foreign Relations in Asia
China has developed sophisticated hedging strategies to insure against risks in the
international petroleum market. It has managed a growing net oil import gap and
supply disruptions by maintaining a favorable energy mix, pursuing overseas
equity oil production, building a state-owned tanker fleet and strategic petroleum
reserve, establishing cross-border pipelines, and diversifying its energy resources
and routes. Though it cannot be "secured," China's energy security can be
"insured" by marrying government concern with commercial initiatives. This book
comprehensively analyzes China's domestic, global, maritime, and continental
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petroleum strategies and policies, establishing a new theoretical framework that
captures the interrelationship between security and profit. Arguing that hedging is
central to China's energy-security policy, this volume links government concerns
about security of supply to energy companies' search for profits, and by drawing
important distinctions between threats and risks, peacetime and wartime
contingencies, and pipeline and seaborne energy-supply routes, the study shifts
scholarly focus away from securing and toward insuring an adequate oil supply and
from controlling toward managing any disruptions to the sea lines of
communication. The book is the most detailed and accurate look to date at how
China has hedged its energy bets and how its behavior fits a hedging pattern.

Chinese Grand Strategy and Maritime Power
This book explores the very latest developments in the South China Sea maritime
dispute. It examines the South China Sea as an arena for geostrategic competition
between China and the United States and why the dispute is so important for
regional and global geopolitics. It outlines the most recent developments in the sea
itself and assesses the role of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
and the current views of the contesting claimants. It considers the position of
countries from outside the region, India as well as Japan; surveys military and
naval developments; and examines confidence building, preventive diplomacy, and
dispute resolution measures. The book concludes by highlighting the points of
greatest risk and by discussing how the situation is likely to develop going forward.

China as a Sea Power, 1127-1368
Selected by The New York Times Book Review as a Notable Book of the Year A
revelatory tale of science, adventure, and modern myth. When the writer Donovan
Hohn heard of the mysterious loss of thousands of bath toys at sea, he figured he
would interview a few oceanographers, talk to a few beachcombers, and read up
on Arctic science and geography. But questions can be like ocean currents: wade
in too far, and they carry you away. Hohn's accidental odyssey pulls him into the
secretive world of shipping conglomerates, the daring work of Arctic researchers,
the lunatic risks of maverick sailors, and the shadowy world of Chinese toy
factories. Moby-Duck is a journey into the heart of the sea and an adventure
through science, myth, the global economy, and some of the worst weather
imaginable. With each new discovery, Hohn learns of another loose thread, and
with each successive chase, he comes closer to understanding where his castaway
quarry comes from and where it goes. In the grand tradition of Tony Horwitz and
David Quammen, Moby-Duck is a compulsively readable narrative of whimsy and
curiosity.

Oceans Ventured: Winning the Cold War at Sea
An international roster of top scholars explores the role of naval power and
maritime trade in creating the modern international system. This book is both a
history of maritime strategy, sea power, and seaborne commerce from the
nineteenth century to the present day and an examination of current strategic
issues. The authors examine critical seas such as the South China Sea and Arctic
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Ocean and also cover topics like maritime law, warship evolution since the end of
the Cold War, and naval intelligence.

China on the Sea
Governance of Arctic Shipping: Balancing Rights and Interests of Arctic States and
User States examines potential cooperative mechanisms for balancing rights and
interests of Arctic States and user States in light of experiences with Southeast
Asian cooperative mechanisms.

Guangzhou - Heart of the South
China's long-term maritime history has been overlooked by the scholarly world,
creating a misconception that the Chinese were sea- or ocean-phobic. This image
has been promoted rather deliberately because a sailing-aversive China would fit
in well with the non-capitalist development framework. This study shows that from
2100 B.C. to A.D. 1900, the Chinese were as enthusiastic about and capable of
seagoing activities as other peoples. But maritime activities in China raise two
paradoxes: these activities were incompatible with the agrarian dominance of the
Chinese premodern economy, and there was a huge gap between Chinese
maritime potential and maritime growth.

China's Maritime Gray Zone Operations
"Maritime boundary disputes in the South China have existed for centuries and
researchers from a variety of countries have analysed the situation from a great
many points of view. Yet, and despite its status as one of the major countries in the
region, Chinese perspectives have often been absent from the international
literature. This book redresses that balance. Bringing together scholarship from
History and International Law, this book provides a lens through which maritime
territorial disputes in the South China Sea can be interrogated. Not only does it
detail the historical and jurisprudential evidence that support maritime boundaries
in the South China Sea for different stakeholders, but it also clarifies some
misconceptions related to China's nine-dash lines by referring to the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Moreover, the book offers in-depth
discussion and observation on the most recent developments in the South China
Sea. This book is an essential resource for researchers, teachers and students who
specialize in Southeast Asian Studies, China maritime studies, and the international
law of the sea"--

Moby-Duck
Faith Andrews is trying to make a major life decision. Things never had been easy
for her. First, she ends up in a relationship built in hell then she ends up falling for
her best friend. She never did make the right decision with men. Years before,
Faith had walked away hand in hand with a man she thought was her soul mate.
This time, life would change completely with the blink of an eye. It isn't until Faith
goes wandering around the Grand Ole Opry that she realizes what she needed all
along. Faith gets advice over and over from someone who calls herself Patsy.
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When Faith asks more, she realizes she's talking to the country legend, Patsy Cline.
Patsy knows what to do - Never ever let go of a dream. Fight to make your dreams
come true. No matter what the situation, Patsy always knows just what to say.
Jamie Gilbert had been writing and singing music since his teenage years. When he
finally met Faith, he fell hard. He let her go once when she left to be with Evan.
There wasn't going to be a second time. He was putting a ring on her finger. Now
all he needed to do was convince her. Jason had warned Jamie more than once that
if he did Faith wrong, he'd be replaceable. When he saves Faith from a situation
that nobody expected, he starts to fall for her. The fact that she's married means
nothing. Love triumphs. Now he just has to convince Faith of that.

Maritime Security in the South China Sea
Welcome to Guangzhou and Canton and Panyu. The city has changed its name at
least three times over the centuries, and the people have changed with it. This tour
guide for Guangzhou seeks to share with travelers the beauty of the southern
capital. A place where each district in the older sections of town has a museum
tucked around a corner, while the newer sections of town have modern, larger
facilities for art and music presentations. This is the home of Cantonese Opera and
the oldest Islamic mosque in China. Neither the city, nor the province it's the
capital of brag a lot, but they have plenty to be prideful about. This guide focuses
on seven noteworthy sites chosen for their cultural value, interest, fun and insight
into China and the Southern Chinese people. Some are old and show case the
history of the region; some are modern and focus on the issues facing today's
society. Their order is based on the amount of time it takes to see each site,
starting with approximately two hours for Chen Clan Academy and ending with
Chimelong Safari Park which takes all day. Readers will notice that in each chapter
a different Chinese host is featured. To understand the importance of a place it is
best to ask those who live there, because they have the best stories. Each of these
men and women volunteered to visit a site and share their experiences as a
cultural insider. The hosts are native Chinese speakers who have various levels of
English mastery. They are funny and sincere and offer a view of their city as few
other tour guides have ever attempted. Their stories join the historical research
telling the story of Guangzhou, a city of +17 million people and a history of more
than 10,000 years in the Zhujiang River (Pearl River) delta. It's been a heart of
business and the West's entrance the Middle Kingdom for more than 1,500 years.
Follow its story and walk its street with this guide.

China's Maritime Boundaries in the South China Sea
Japan's Foreign Relations in Asia has been specifically designed to introduce
students to Japan’s foreign relations in Asia since 1990, a period in which there
have been dramatic developments in Japan, including the reinterpretation of the
Constitution and expanded US–Japan defence cooperation. The geopolitical
dynamics and implications of these new developments are profound and
underscore the need for a new textbook on this subject. Covering not only the key
regional players of China and the Koreas, this textbook also encompasses chapters
on Japan’s relations with India, Myanmar, Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines and
Thailand, along with its multilateral engagement and initiatives. Combined with
transnational chapters on critical issues, key themes covered by this book include:
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An historical overview of key post-war developments. Japan’s evolving security
policy. Analysis of the region’s escalating maritime disputes. An evaluation of
Japanese soft power in Asia. Written by leading experts in accessible, jargon-free
style, this new textbook will appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate students of
Japanese politics, international relations and foreign policy and Asian affairs in
general.

Denslow's Mother Goose
Maritime issues are particularly important for Asian countries, where there is a high
reliance on shipping routes for international trade, many difficult disputes over
maritime boundaries, and the prospect of increasing tensions where maritime
power might play a significant role. This book uses contributions by 17 experts to
build a comprehensive survey of the maritime issues affecting Asia. It discusses
the issues overall, goes on to examine the issues from the perspective of each of
14 key countries, and concludes by assessing the prospects for resolving common
problems in order to preserve good order at sea.

Chinese Maritime Activities and Socioeconomic Development,
C. 2100 B.C.-1900 A.D.
Contesting History is an authoritative guide to the positive and negative
applications of the past in the public arena and what this signifies for the meaning
of history more widely. Using a global, non-Western model, Jeremy Black examines
the employment of history by the state, the media, the national collective memory
and others and considers its fundamental significance in how we understand the
past. Moving from public life pre-1400 to the struggle of ideologies in the 20th
century and contemporary efforts to find meaning in historical narratives, Jeremy
Black incorporates a great deal of original material on governmental, social and
commercial influences on the public use of history. This includes a host of in-depth
case studies from different periods of history around the world, and coverage of
public history in a wider range of media, including TV and film. Readers are guided
through this material by an expansive introduction, section headings, chapter
conclusions and a selected further reading list. Written with eminent clarity and
breadth of knowledge, Contesting History is a key text for all students of public
history and anyone keen to know more about the nature of history as a discipline
and concept.

The Changing Maritime Scene in Asia
Thomas Kane's study examines the formulation of naval strategy in the People's
Republic of China and reveals the obstacles and challenges that planners face in
their path towards a truly powerful and globally-influential, deep-sea navy.

New Forces in Old China
Charles Dickens attained an astounding level of popular acclaim during his lifetime;
Victorian audiences clamored for his traditional Christmastime stories every year.
The tale "A Message From the Sea" is an example of one of Dickens' Christmas
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publications; although the nautical setting of the story is not what one would
traditionally expect from a holiday publication, the themes of charity, good will,
and rising above seemingly insurmountable odds are sure to spark a warm glow in
readers' hearts any time of the year.

The Colourful Biography of Chinese Characters, Volume 1
"Fishy-Winkle" by Jean C. Archer. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Chinese Maritime Power in the 21st Century
Lo Jung-pang argues that during each of the three periods when imperial China
embarked on maritime enterprises (the Qin and Han dynasties, the Sui and early
Tang dynasties, and Song, Yuan, and early Ming dynasties), coastal states took the
initiative at a time when China was divided, maritime trade and exploration
subsequently peaked when China was strong and unified, and declined as Chinese
power weakened. At such times, China's people became absorbed by internal
affairs, and state policy focused on threats from the north and the west. These
cycles of maritime activity, each lasting roughly five hundred years, corresponded
with cycles of cohesion and division, strength and weakness, prosperity and
impoverishment, expansion and contraction. In the early 21st century, a strong
and outward looking China is again building up its navy and seeking maritime
dominance, with important implications for trade, diplomacy and naval affairs.
Events will not necessarily follow the same course as in the past, but Lo Jungpang's analysis suggests useful questions for the study of events as they unfold
and decades to come.

Governance of Arctic Shipping
A thrilling story of the Cold War, told by a former navy secretary on the basis of
recently declassified documents. When Ronald Reagan took office in January 1981,
the United States and NATO were losing the Cold War. The USSR had superiority in
conventional weapons and manpower in Europe, and had embarked on a massive
program to gain naval preeminence. But Reagan already had a plan to end the
Cold War without armed conflict. Reagan led a bipartisan Congress to restore
American command of the seas by building the navy back to six hundred major
ships and fifteen aircraft carriers. He adopted a bold new strategy to deploy the
growing fleet to northern waters around the periphery of the Soviet Union and
demonstrate that the NATO fleet could sink Soviet submarines, defeat Soviet
bomber and missile forces, and strike aggressively deep into the Soviet homeland
if the USSR attacked NATO in Central Europe. New technology in radars, sensors,
and electronic warfare made ghosts of American submarines and surface fleets.
The United States proved that it could effectively operate carriers and aircraft in
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the ice and storms of Arctic waters, which no other navy had attempted. The
Soviets, suffocated by this naval strategy, were forced to bankrupt their economy
trying to keep pace. Shortly thereafter the Berlin Wall fell, and the USSR
disbanded. In Oceans Ventured, John Lehman reveals for the first time the untold
story of the naval operations that played a major role in winning the Cold War.

The South China Sea Maritime Dispute
Is naval conflict in the Asia-Pacific region becoming more likely? On the face of it,
this seems likely; nearly all countries in the region are rapidly modernising their
navies and expanding their maritime capabilities at a time of increasingly
rancorous disputes over sovereignty. This is especially the case in the East and
South China Seas, with their supply of fish and largely untapped resources in oil
and gas. Across the region there is a growing recognition of the economic
importance of the sea, both for its resources and for the crucial shipping it
facilitates. But economic growth goes both ways, developing increasing
interdependence between the countries of the region. Expanding trade is subject
to serious threats from pirates, drug-smugglers and other forms of maritime crime,
and navies and coastguards are coming together to combat them. Which will
prevail, the tendency to compete, or the tendency to cooperate? In reviewing the
maritime policies of the major countries of the region, this volume aims to answer
this question.

Spirit of Love
Sino-Japanese relations have been repeatedly strained by the territorial dispute
over a group of small islands, known as the Senkaku islands in Japan and the
Diaoyu islands in China. The rich fishing grounds, key shipping lanes, and perhaps
especially, potentially rich oil deposits around the islands exacerbate this dispute
in a confluence of resource pressures, growing nationalism, and rising military
spending in the region. Bridging Troubled Waters reminds us that the tensions over
the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands are only a part of a long history of both conflict and
cooperation in maritime relations between Japan and China. James Manicom
examines the cooperative history between China and Japan at sea and explains the
conditions under which two rivals can manage disputes over issues such as
territory, often correlated with war. China and Japan appear incapable of putting
history behind them, are poised on the brink of a strategic rivalry, and seem at risk
of falling into an unintentional war over disputed maritime claims. Bridging
Troubled Waters challenges this view by offering a case-by-case analysis of how
China and Japan have managed maritime tensions since the dispute erupted in
1970. The author advances an approach that offers a trade-off between the most
important stakes in the disputed maritime area with a view to establishing a stable
maritime order in the East China Sea. The book will be of interest to policymakers,
academics, and regional specialists in Asia, security studies, and international
conflict and cooperation.

Security and Profit in China’s Energy Policy
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Maritime Challenges and Priorities in Asia
One hundred years before Columbus and his fellow Europeans began their voyages
of discovery, fleets of giant junks commanded by the eunuch admiral Zheng He
and filled with the empire’s finest porcelains, lacquerware, and silk ventured to the
world’s “four corners.” Seven epic expeditions brought China’s treasure ships
across the China Seas and Indian Ocean, from Japan to the spice island of
Indonesia and the Malabar Coast of India, on to the rich ports of the Persian Gulf
and down the East African coast, to China’s “El Dorado,” and perhaps even to
Australia, three hundred years before Captain Cook’s landing. It was a time of
exploration and expansion, but it ended in a retrenchment so complete that less
than a century later, it was a crime to go to sea in a multimasted ship. In When
China Ruled the Seas, Louise Levathes takes a fascinating and unprecedented look
at this dynamic period in China’s enigmatic history, focusing on the country’s rise
as a naval power that briefly brought half the world under its nominal authority.
Drawing on eyewitness accounts, official Ming histories, and African, Arab, and
Indian sources, many translated for the first time, Levathes brings readers inside
China’s most illustrious scientific and technological era. She sheds new light on the
historical and cultural context in which this great civilization thrived, as well as the
perception of China by other contemporary cultures. Beautifully illustrated and
engagingly written, When China Ruled the Seas is the fullest picture yet of the
early Ming dynasty—the last flowering of Chinese culture before the Manchu
invasion.

India-China Maritime Competition
Maritime security is of vital importance to the South China Sea, a critical sea route
for maritime transport of East Asian countries including China. The adjacent
countries have rendered overlapping territorial and/or maritime claims in the South
China Sea which complicate the situation of maintaining maritime security and
developing regional cooperation there. This book focuses on contemporary
maritime security in the South China Sea as well as its connected sea area, the
Straits of Malacca and Singapore. It identifies and examines selected security
issues concerning the safety of navigation, crackdown on transnational crimes
including sea piracy and maritime terrorism, and conflict prevention and
resolution. In the context of non-traditional security, issues such as maritime
environmental security and search and rescue at sea are included. The book
explores ways and means of international cooperation in dealing with these
maritime security issues.

When China Ruled the Seas
This volume challenges the “Walled Kingdom” perspective. China reached out to
the seas far more actively than historians have allowed, while the maritime world
shaped China, Qing China in particular, much more than the continental world. It
gave birth to and defined Chinese modernity.

China, the United States, and 21st-Century Sea Power
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This book analyses China’s maritime strategy for the 21st century, integrating
strategic planning, policy thinking and strategic prediction. This book explains the
construction and application of China's military, political, economic and diplomatic
means for building maritime power, and predicts the future of China's maritime
power by 2049, as well as development trends in global maritime politics. It
explores both the strengths and the limitations of President Xi’s ‘Maritime Dream’
and provides a candid assessment of the likely future balance at sea between
China and the United States. This volume explains and discusses China’s claims
and intentions in the East and South China Seas and makes some
recommendations for China's future policy that will lessen the chance of conflict
with the United States and its closer neighbors. This book will be of much interest
to students of maritime strategy, naval studies, Chinese politics and International
Relations in general.

The South China Sea
Challenging the stereotype of premodern China as an agricultural nation, this book
examines the development of the maritime sector, maritime institutions, and sea
power in the premodern era. Initially discussing topics related to China's exports,
such as ship design and construction, goods produced for export, and investment
in the maritime sector, the work goes on to consider the impact of maritime
institutions. It then shows how China obtained technological, economic, and naval
supremacy in Asian waters until the 18th century and discusses the reasons for its
decline in the 19th century.

Maritime Sector, Institutions, and Sea Power of Premodern
China
This book analyses China’s maritime strategy for the 21st century, integrating
strategic planning, policy thinking and strategic prediction. This book explains the
construction and application of China's military, political, economic and diplomatic
means for building maritime power, and predicts the future of China's maritime
power by 2049, as well as development trends in global maritime politics. It
explores both the strengths and the limitations of President Xi’s ‘Maritime Dream’
and provides a candid assessment of the likely future balance at sea between
China and the United States. This volume explains and discusses China’s claims
and intentions in the East and South China Seas and makes some
recommendations for China's future policy that will lessen the chance of conflict
with the United States and its closer neighbors. This book will be of much interest
to students of maritime strategy, naval studies, Chinese politics and International
Relations in general.

Contesting History
The South China Sea is a major strategic waterway for trade and oil shipments to
Japan, Korea as well as southern China. It has been the focus of a maritime dispute
which has continued now for over six decades, with competing claims from China,
Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia and Brunei. Recently China has become more
assertive in pressing its claims – harassing Vietnamese fishing vessels and seizing
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reefs in the Philippine claim zone. China has insisted that it has "indisputable
sovereignty" over the area and has threatened to enforce its claim. All of this is
unsettling and draws in the United States which is concerned about freedom of
navigation in the area. The US has been supporting the Philippines and has been
developing security ties with Vietnam as a check upon China. This book examines
the conflict potential of the current dispute, it discusses how the main claimants
and the United States view the issue, and assesses the prospects for a resolution
of the problem.

Red Star Over the Pacific
This edited volume critically examines the concept of the "security dilemma" and
applies it to India-China maritime competition. Though frequently employed in
academic discussion and popular commentary on the Sino-Indian relationship, the
term has rarely been critically analysed. The volume addresses the gap by
examining whether the security dilemma is a useful concept in explaining the
naval and foreign policy strategies of India and China. China's Belt and Road
Initiative and its expansive engagement in the Indian Ocean Region have resulted
in India significantly scaling up investment in its navy, adding ships, naval aircraft
and submarines. This volume investigates how the rivalry is playing out in different
sub-regions of the Indian Ocean, and the responses of other powers, notably the
United States and prominent Southeast Asian states. Their reactions to the SinoIndian rivalry are an underexplored topic and the chapters in this book reveal how
they selectively use that rivalry while trying to steer clear of making definite
choices. The book concludes with recommendations on mitigating the security
dilemma. This work will be of great interest to students of strategic studies,
international relations, maritime security, and Asian politics.

A Message from the Sea
Two associate professors of strategy at the Naval War College assess how the rise
of Chinese sea power will affect the United States maritime strategy in Asia and
discuss the sea-power theories of Alfred Thayer Mahan, now popular in China.

The Ghosts of China
Great Stories and poems for children is a collection of most delightful childrens
stories.

China's Energy Strategy
China's turn toward the sea is evident in its stunning rise in global shipbuilding
markets, its expanding merchant marine, its wide reach of offshore energy
exploration, its growing fishing fleet, and its increasingly modern navy. This
comprehensive assessment of China's potential as a genuine maritime power is
both unbiased and apolitical. Unlike other works that view China in isolation, it
places China in a larger world historical context. The authors, all authorities on
their historical eras, examine cases of attempted maritime transformation through
the ages, from the Persian Empire to the Soviet Union, and determine the reasons
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for success or failure.

Fishy-Winkle
The complete book of Chinese characters that covers every aspect of, and
therefore answers all the questions one might have for, these fascinating ancient
language symbols from script evolution to colour-illustrated biographies including
proper Stroke sequences and from the complete Compound anatomy to the trinity
of Sounds, Semantics, and Synopses. This series of books is the ultimate guide and
reference for first-time learners as well as masters of the language. It is for both
the teachers and self-motivated students. This is the 1st volume of the series,
covering the 1st 100 most frequently used Chinese characters as presented with
their full colour illustrations and arranged in columns from right to left on the front
cover. For its extensive colour illustrations throughout, this book is best read with a
colour screen reader.

The South China Sea Maritime Dispute
China's rise on the world's oceans is attracting wide attention and may ultimately
restructure the global balance of power during the course of the 21st century.
Many books have described this phenomenon and the significant strategic
implications that flow from Beijing's rapid maritime development. However, the
subject of whether and how to potentially integrate a stronger China into a global
maritime security partnership has not been adequately explored. Delving into a
variety of vital domains of contemporary maritime security, American and Chinese
contributors to this edited volume illustrate that despite recent turbulence in
U.S.-China military relations, substantial shared interests should enable extensive
maritime security cooperation. But for professionals to structure cooperation
effectively, they warn, Washington and Beijing must create sufficient political and
institutional space.

Chinese Politics in the Xi Jinping Era
Merthyr Tydfil in 1844 is a frontier town on the cutting edge of the industrial
revolution where wealth and crime walk hand in hand. Introduced just a few years
earlier, the Glamorgan Constabulary fight to take control of this hard town by fair
means or foul. Working in this violent world Sergeant Ephraim Jones uncovers
three murders that link power to the towns most famous of slums, China.
Operating outside of the authority of his bosses Ephraim Jones seeks to bring the
killer to justice. In 2013 Sergeant Angharad Jones, the latest descendent of
Ephraim Jones, finds herself cast adrift into modern Merthyr Tydfil a town that still
bares the social scars of its 19th Century development. As people start to die,
Angharad realises that there is a familiarity in the tale of her ancestor. Calling on
the assistance of her grandfather, Angharad searches for the truth. Can she finally
solve the great mystery of Merthyr Tydfil and save her career in the process?
Calling on the legends of the town the Ghosts of China is a modern day crime story
that brings to life the historical Merthyr Tydfil. In doing so it delivers a quirky and
South Wales valleys inspired take on the Police Procedural.
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